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Cloud adjustments to anthropogenic aerosol perturbations remain an important source of uncertainties on global radiative forcing estimates. Joint modeling-observation efforts are needed.

Motivations

Model and experiment framework

Detectability in observations Representativeness for global adjustments
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This study seeks to identify, quantify and better understand these effects through sensitivity analyses based on large-scale high-resolution simulations. Their detectability by spaceborne or ground-based observations is also assessed.

The framework consists in analyzing the response of clouds, precipitation and radiation to a CCN (Cloud Condensation Nuclei) perturbation.

▼Control: 24 hr ICON-LEM simulation with CCN 
profiles representative of 02 May 2013

Characteristics of ICON-LEM (Heinze et al, 2017): 
▼ 156-m of horizontal resolution, 150 vertical levels 
▼ The domain covers Germany.  
▼ We focus on a 24 hr simulation (02 May 2013) 

▼ Two moment microphysics scheme with 6 hydrometeor 
classes (Seifert-Beheng) 

▼ Aerosols are not yet interactive!
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Figure 1. Simulation configuration: the simulation domain and its two nests with local grid refinement. The open lateral boundaries are relaxed towards the
COSMO-DE analysis (see text for more details). The stars mark the approximate locations of the HD(CP)2 Observational Prototype Experiment (HOPE), the
Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg/Richard Aßman Observatory (RAO) and the Cabauw Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research (CESAR).

2.2. Set-up

Simulations of O(100 m) over Germany are performed for
four days in April and May 2013. These days in particular
are chosen, as they occur within the period of the extensive
measurement campaign HD(CP)2 Observational Prototype
Experiment (HOPE: e.g. Löhnert et al., 2015; Steinke et al., 2015;
Macke et al., 2016; Madhavan et al., 2016; Maurer et al., 2016)
close to the city of Jülich (6.4 ◦E, 50.9 ◦N; see Figure 1) in
the very west of Germany. Within the HOPE area of about
10 × 10 km2, three supersites with advanced instrumentation
for vertical profiling were located, namely the permanent
Jülich Observatory for Cloud Evolution (JOYCE: Löhnert et al.,
2015), the Leipzig Aerosol and Cloud Remote Observations
System (LACROS: Bühl et al., 2013) and the Karlsruhe advanced
mobile observation platform (KITcube: Kalthoff et al., 2013). The
specific days (24–26 April 2013 and 2 May 2013) were chosen to
reflect a range of different spring-time central-European weather
conditions (cloud-free, cumulus clouds, synoptic-scale driven;
see section 3 for more details).

ICON is deployed in a limited-area set-up with local two-step
grid refinement for the area of Germany, as shown in Figure 1.
In each refinement step, the resolution is halved from 625 m,
to 312 m and 156 m in the innermost domain. Here, the term
resolution refers to the square root of the mean cell area in the
icosahedral grid of ICON, which is equivalent to about 1.5 times
the corresponding resolution in a regular grid (D15). 150 vertical
levels are used, with grid stretching towards the model top at
21 km. The minimal layer thickness is 20 m near the surface and
the lowest 1000 m encompass 20 layers. A fast-physics time-step
of 3 s is used for the coarsest resolution. It is then halved with each
refinement step. The slow-physics time-step for calling RRTM

radiation is 900 s for each domain and is kept constant over the
integration time.

Large eddy simulation over such a big domain is as much
a computational challenge as a physical one. A total of more
than 3.3 billion grid cells have to be advanced in time using a
time step of 0.75 s in the innermost domain for a total of 4 days.
Keeping this in mind, strong effort was made in optimizing ICON
further for massive parallelization. The details are summarized in
section 2.4.

Each simulated day is initialized at 0000 UTC from operational
COSMO-DE (Baldauf et al., 2011) analysis and runs for 24 h.
The reason to initialize at midnight is that turbulence in the
ICON model can develop in the morning, so that the model
is spun up during the daytime, on which our analysis and
evaluation is performed. COSMO-DE data are interpolated to
the three domain grids by using a radial basis function (RBF)
interpolation algorithm (Ruppert, 2007) and 3D variables are
interpolated vertically during initialization. The soil moisture
is converted to the soil moisture index for initialization and
internally transferred back to soil moisture using the specifications
of the soil types used. Vertical interpolation of the soil variables
is not necessary, as COSMO-DE and ICON use the same
soil model Terra in the same configuration. At the lateral
boundaries of the outer domain, the numerical simulation
of the model is relaxed towards hourly COSMO-DE analyses
in a 20 km wide nudging zone (see outer grey margin in
Figure 1).

Variables are linearly interpolated in time between the hourly
boundary data analysis. The nudging is performed on the
prognostic variables, namely the wind components, virtual
potential temperature, density and, in subsaturated grid points,
also specific humidity.
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The high resolution simulations are performed by ICON in a Large Eddy Model configuration

Initial setup:

▼Experiment: Same as control with 2xCCN (~representative 
of 1985 concentrations), improvement in progress.
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▼Clear signature of adjustments in cloud properties, 
particularly in the particle number. 

▼The liquid and ice water paths are not significantly 
increased, consistently with recent satellite 
observations (Malavelle et al, 2017) 

▼Consequently, a decrease in the precipitation is 
observed.
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▼ Use of data from supersites and satellite measurements.
▼ Comparisons to initial 1xCCN and 2xCCN simulations. Is one more 

realistic than the other?

CDNC adjustments to 2xCCN / Means over 0.05x0.05°

information?

▼ 14 days simulations from 02 May 2013 and no restart. Different initialization (IFS). 
▼New and old radiation modules were tested. 
▼ 0.25°x0.25° over DOM03 domain.
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▼Impact on SW net TOA fluxes: -5 W.m-2 with old radiation (adjustment effects) and 
-10 W.m-2 with new module (Twomey + adjustments). 

▼Different from LEM (old radiation predicted -0.7 W.m-2). 
▼This suggests about half Twomey and half adjustment contributions to the ERF. 
▼Roughly agrees with literature studies (e.g. Cherian et al 2014: -4W.m-2/decade between 

1990 and 2005) 

4D CCN fields (time and space varying) are obtained from simulated 
aerosol concentrations (COSMO-MUSCAT) for different updraft 
velocities and supersaturations (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000).

Adjustments in the spatial distribution of vertically integrated particle mass 
(6 hydrometeors).

Temporal evolution of domain average bulk quantities

▼These results remain preliminary due to an issue in the radiation calculation, which didn’t 
account for changes in particle numbers (no Twomey effect)

Can the adjustments found in ICON-LEM be detected?

Spatial average of CDNC burden ( tqc > 1 g.m-2), delta=exp-control (%); 06:00:00 UTC
CDNC adjustments to 2xCCN / Means over ~3x3°

Comparison of cloud base heights measured from supersite kilometers and simulated by ICON 1xCCN and 2xCCN. Daily mean PDF of LWP from ICON-LEM;

Is there information in the adjustment patterns at 
high resolution that could be detected per satellite?

The detectability of these adjustments from satellite seems difficult. 
Accurate retrievals of the Nd and Ni are needed.

Similar runs (1xCCN and 2xCCN) were made with ICON-NWP.

Analyses of daily mean adjustments to 2xCCN in T-AMIP with updated radiation.


